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Tower and the block because for him perjun
niemt the lo^s ot the soul the self His const mcr
is thrown into rehef b> the growing corruption of
Pichard Rich whose final perjury sends More to
his death
Bolt s >Iore challenges comparison with Brecht s
C hleo He also is a man of supreme intelligence
•whose inner certitude of truth is persecuted by an
absolute power He also skilfully avoids open
ela n until he must eventually nuke a final choice
between astute temporising and commitment of
his. hfe to his belief The difference is that Moie
opts uneqiuv ocally for constancy
Bolt utes what he calls a bastardized ver
eion of Brecht s style Episodic scenes are
frung ilong i strong thread of intellectual argu
nient There is also a commentator in the form
of the Common Man who with the aid of property
bos tikes a swift succession of minor part
changes of role which throw into relief the stead
fafct individuality of More
Bolt like Brecht believing that beauty of
linffuifee 1° a meant, of alienation matches fine
r»i^ ages fioni "More himself with his own appro
pn^tt use of wit nd imagery using images of land
to «!ug(.e«t society and its laws and those of water
"nd "e11 the superhuman context
The film version has been highly prai«ed
CmttrJaJ     1963
Bolt depicts the conflict between the natural
spontaneity of nature represented by the mapie
nmire of folk lore Jack of the Creen (Kenneth
TVilhams) and the inhibitions of society hi the
person of Miss Lazara a plutocrat (Edith EvanM
Since Bolt believes that the modern doctrine of
the return to nature may lead to violence Jacl
finally contrives two murders Bolt m dealing
with thfs conflict could not like Euripides in
Tne Satchae draw on a familiar myth and his
allegorical plot proved puzzling while the setting
was too reminiscent of Dear Brutus The play
j<j too cerebral the characters are more blue
prints than flesh and blood
The Thwarting of Baron Bolhgrew    19b5
t play foi children over eight was much praised
by the critics is mventivp and entertaining
Vnail Vwat Regma'   1970
A play with two heroines —Elizabeth I and
Mary Queen of Scots In the same predicament
the conflict between royal statecraft and woman s
desire for husband child and heir they are in
temperament sharply contrasted Mary is shown
as sophisticated sensuous passionate and self
willed ruthlessly conniving at plots to murder her
rival Elizabeth listening to Cecil and Walsing
ham foregoes her love for Leicester in the interest
of the realm
Since the period spanned is virtually that of
Marys return from France until her execution
(with just a hint of England e coming victory over
the Armada) she is the mam dramatic focus
although Elizabeths astute dialogues with her
advisers are more interesting
Bolt does not attempt the subtle complexity of
A Man For All Seasons but he shows admirable
expertise Jn the handling of space and time
Discarding realistic sets he employs emblematic
properties such as thrones pulpits desks and
heraldic blazons Clever selective lighting serves
to make viable even the exchange of letters Thus
the action shifts unhindered between places wide
apart and moves swiftly through the years
Edward Bond (b 1935}
Most sensitive people share Bonds appalled
dismay at contemporary violence and war the
drab monotony of industrialisation and the
stifling of individuality but it is not yet clear
whether his obsessive images of violence mclud
rig infanticide are objective or self indulgent
He Is not yet in control of his material and is
apparently animated by intense subjective
hostility to aH authority He attempts to rationa
lise thus by a naive anarchy pontificating that
Society makes men animals unaware
that he is tilting at an abstraction Some state'
meats are so solipsistio and perverse as to make
Ma Intellectual groundwork suspect
 Sand    1965    M
4s a re ult of casual sexual rntercomse with the
promiscuous Pam   Hen gets involved with her
morose South London firmly   with Fred   the
putative father of her b by and with Fred s lewd
.nR which murders the baby on the stage
&mce the play is largely m delinquents irgot
and is limited to a photographic study of marti
culate people it is m itself somewhat inarticulate
but it constitutes a frank and compassionate
aoei il document
Em ly Mormno    1968
Fsshn interprets this play a" infantile fantasy
The archetypal authoritarian fit,uies of mother
lather nurse and grown ups appear as Queen
\ictona and the Consort at deadly enmity
Tlorence Nightingale on whom Victoria has a
lesbian crush and Gladstone and Dizzv waging
civil war The princes Siamese twins suggest
sibling rivalry and the final scene is a nightmare
eternity of mutual cannibalism whose psycho
analytic significance is oral eroticism and sadism
Esslin judges the play absurdist innocuous as
satire but with an underlying substance of
great seriousness and poetic power
Wardle sajs Bond 3s writing like a wrathful
omnipotent baby presenting a solipsistic
muddle meriting case book study rather than
dramatic criticism
Narrou. Road to tlie Deep North    1968    M
The setting visually very beautiful is 17tli
century Japan where the War Lord Shogo is
eventually overthrown by the Commodore a
bragging mindless savage representing Wea
tern civilisation with the tambourine banging
Georgina a somewhat outdated image of mission
ary zeal supporting imperialism
Shogo maintains order by sheer atrocitj
Georgina by inculcating also a puritan sense of
sin the message Cemg that bovernrnent is
pe, v evil and our only hope the naked man who
finally rises (rom the river (recalling the Romantic
myth of the noble savage )
Bond s dubious dogma overlays the most
moving aspect of the play its latent plea for
mdividualibm
Black. Mass    1970
For the Sharpeville commemoration Bond
•wrote a bitter satire showing a priest corrupted by
the power of politician and police
John Bowen
Bowen first won recognition as a novelist
After Hie Bam    1967
Bowen dramatises his own novel where after
a great deluge ill assorted survivors drift on a
raft and enact a version of history Meanwhile
the dictatorial Arthur imposes on them his
authority first as dictator and ultimately as god
Bowen dramatises this fantasy by setting it m
a conventional framework a history lecture given
In A d 2197 on the origins of the new society
descended from the party on the raft Hypno
tised criminals guilty of such crimes as indivldu
ality are used at intervals as teaching aids
They enact the story of the raft until eventually
Arthur (Alec McCowen) rebels preferring death
to his dramatic role
The lecture serves as a conventional apologia
to the enactment which eschewing scenery and
properties makes use of the experimental tech
nlaues of Weiss a Karat Bade
Little Soxes    1068    M
A double bill of realistic well made plays again
shows little communities in isolation In this
instance both groups have withdrawn deliberately
from society
In The Coffee Lace a pathetic vaudeville
troupe, elderly and poverty-stricken have re-
fused to go out since their perfonnance was
cruelly ridiculed thirteen, years previously

